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Nature and Beyond 

Week Commencing 27th April 2020  

Science (Properties and changing materials) 
Disappearing or dissolving? 

  
Last week, you explored the melting and freezing process by 

experimenting to see if you could increase the speed that a solid turns 
into a liquid.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx7w2hv 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kdc51ROgSq4 

 
Watch the above clips to get an understanding of soluble and 

insoluble materials. Complete the experiment on the page below.  
 

 Which materials dissolve?  

 How do we know if a material has dissolved? 
 

 

Geography (Rivers)  
To understand river processes and patterns.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWb4KlM2vts 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/z3wpp39 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z8qtfg8 
 
Research the water cycle and complete the purple mash activity – 
describe the 6 processes of the water cycle and what happens during 
each process.  
 
 
 

       

Extra mile activity  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZgkr5_Xn58 

 
Countdown!  

In this game there are 4 large number cards (25, 50, 
75 and 100) and 2 sets of 1-10 number cards. (Make these with pen 
and paper). To start players need to pick 6 cards, choosing from 
either the big or small number pile (a mixture of both). Once 6 cards 
have been chosen, the target number is generated by choosing 3 
small number cards, to make a 3 digit number. The aim of the game 
is to get to the target number by using the numbers on the cards 
you have chosen and addition, subtraction, multiplication or 
division. You can only use each number card once. A simpler version 
can be played by removing the large 
number cards and only generating a 2 
digit number. You could play with a 
sibling to see who can get the number 
first!  

Art (Andy Goldsworthy)  
 

To collect, cut and reshape natural materials to make a sculpture 
based on Andy’s work. 

 
Andy Goldworthy was known for his fantastic sculptures that he made 

out of natural materials (twigs, leaves, pebbles, ice, grass etc).  
 

Using your previous research and the pictures provided below (scroll 
down), create a sculpture inspired by Andy’s work using natural 

materials. Re-shape the materials by bending, folding, breaking or 
cutting some of them! You could cut leaves into specific shapes or tie 

materials together! 
 

  

RE (Where, why and how do people worship?) 
 

 To compare the features of a mosque and a church.  
 

Last week, you explored the features of a mosque! This week, compare 
the features of a mosque and church and why they are different based 

on different beliefs.  Create a poster, venn diagram, PowerPoint 
presentation or a creative way of your choice to compare both holy 

buildings!  
Scroll down for some comparison images to help you get started!  

Remember to research by reading information on different websites, 
watching video clips, looking at images and asking adults! 

 

 Are there any similiarities? 

 What is the same? What’s different? 

 What is the difference in art and decoration? Why? 

 How do they look from the outside? 

 What furniture is in each holy building? Why? 
 

PSHE 
 To understand how to stay safe when using technology to 

communicate with my friends. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9rw7ty 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/findoutmore/help-me-out-staying-
safe-online 

 
Create a poem, rap, song or piece of artwork that tells others about 

how to stay safe when communicating with friends using 
technology. 

 
Think about:  

 Being respectful  

 Dealing with conflict  

 Feeling unsafe  

 Inappropriate language  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx7w2hv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kdc51ROgSq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWb4KlM2vts
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/z3wpp39
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z8qtfg8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZgkr5_Xn58
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9rw7ty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/findoutmore/help-me-out-staying-safe-online
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/findoutmore/help-me-out-staying-safe-online
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.collinsdictionary.com%2Fdictionary%2Fenglish%2Froad&psig=AOvVaw2vm27hGuxXRfkHjr7gXh8V&ust=1585129245040000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOjD9uHosugCFQAAAAAdAAAAABBS
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Science  

 

Will the materials below dissolve in water? Write your prediction, test the materials then complete the table. Type into the table on 

your laptop, draw it in your books or print it to write in.  

 

  

 

 

 

Classify the materials you tested by placing them into the correct category in 

the table below:  

Soluble Insoluble 
  

 

 

Material Prediction Does it 
dissolve? 

sand   

chalk   

flour   

rice   

Coffee 
granules 

  

sugar   

salt   

gravy   

What does soluble mean?  

Soluble means… 

What does insoluble mean?  

Insoluble means… 
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Art 
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The Church The Mosque 

Prayer mats 

Alter  

Pulpit – 

where the 

reverend 

(religious 

leader) 

stands 

Font   

Where the Imam 

(religious leader) stands  


